
What does Court do when NZ is at Alert Level 4?

What about Youth Justice?

Your social worker will:

- help you

- tell you what is happening 

with things like court dates, 

FGCs, plans, orders and bail

Bail? 
Curfew? 
Course?
Court?
FGC?

What about



What does Court do when NZ is at Alert Level 4?

Everyone is in Lockdown

Aotearoa New Zealand went into Lockdown on 26 

March 2020 to try to get rid of COVID-19. We might 

be in Lockdown for 4 weeks. Maybe longer. 

We all need to stay home. We need to look after 

the people in our whare. We need to be kind and 

patient with each other. 

Everyone has to stay in the 
house that they live in

No one can hang out with their 
mates or mentors

No one can go out to the 
places they usually hang out. 

No one can go to schools or 
courses
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You have to stick to the same new 
rules as everyone else

Rules for Everyone



What does Court do when NZ is at Alert Level 4?

Things I have to do

I have to stay home like everyone else in New Zealand.

There might be extra Youth Justice things I have to do.

Where I have to stay

Where I can go

Who I can hang out with

Who I can’t hang out with

There might be rules about things like 

Alcohol

Drugs

Violence 

My SW and Youth Advocate will tell 

me what rules I have to follow while 

NZ is at Alert Level 4



What does Court do when NZ is at Alert Level 4?

What about Court? 

.Court is still open but judges don't want people to 

come into the court buildings while NZ is at Level 4 

Alert. They are trying to keep the court locked down 

if they can.

The Judges have changed lots of court dates for 

people because of Alert Level 4. 

Some people might still need to go into court 

buildings to see the Judge, but your lawyer or social 

worker will tell you if you need to go.

If you don't know what is happening or have 

questions, ask your social worker, FGC 

Coordinator or Youth Advocate (lawyer).  

If you have to go to a court building:

• stay away from other people 

• try not to touch anything 

• wash and dry your hands

• don’t touch your face

Everyone is trying to sort 

out court cases by email, 

phone, video conference, 

AVL (Audio Visual Link) if 

they can. 


